Information
about the maximal subgroups of a finite group often gives a good insight into the structure of the group. Wielandt's characterization of a finite nilpotent group as a finite group in which each maximal subgroup is normal is an example. Finite groups all of whose r-maximal subgroups are normal (Y = 2, 3, 4, 5) are considered in [6, 8, 91 . Dualising the above result of Wielandt, Gaschiitz and Ito proved that a finite group all of whose minimal subgroups are normal is a solvable group of Fitting length at most 3 [ In Section 2, using a construction of Gaschiitz, we show that SN-r groups can be "quite arbitrary."
In fact, the construction of Gaschiitz shows that an SN-1 group which has a subnormal chain of length at most 2 through each of its minimal subgroups can also be "quite arbitrary."
Thus, the sub-ALMOST MINIMAL SUBGROUPS 365 normality condition on the minimal subgroups of a group puts very little restriction on the structure of the group. In Section 3, we restrict our attention to a very special kind of subnormality, viz., quasinormality of the subgroups. We established the solvability of QN-r groups for r = I, 2 and 3. We also prove an analogue of Theorem 1 of [I] for QN-1 groups which are regular p-groups of odd order.
For any triple of natural numbers {p, r, n}, pT // 12 means pr divides rz and pr+l does not divide n. If H is a subgroup of G, then H -+ G means His maximal in G. The notation and other definitions used are standard and can be found in [4] . All groups considered are assumed to be finite.
PiV-r GROUPS
Our first lemma is of interest in view of Proposition 1.5. LEMMA I .l. If G is a PN-r group (Y > 2) such that each prime divisor of 1 G / appears with a multiplicity at least r, and if G is not a p-group, then any s-minimal subgroup H of G with s < r is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G. Further, G' is nilpotent.
Proof. Subgroups of G of order p+, p a prime, being r-minimal subgroups of the PN-r group G, are in Fit G and hence, any subgroup of G of order pi (i < r) is also in Fit G.
We now observe that any subgroup A of G of order pt (t < r) is normal in G. In fact, if B is a subgroup of G of order qr-t with prime q # p, then [A, B] = (1) and AB (I G. Since A char AB CI G, it follows that A Q G.
By induction on s, 1 H 1 is a product of s not necessarily distinct primes. Since this together with the conclusion of the preceeding paragraph implies that each Sylow subgroup of H is normal in G, the first assertion of the lemma follows.
Since (x) u G and Aut(x) is abelian whenever 1 x 1 = 4 or a prime, [5, Satz 5.5, p. 4351 implies that G' is nilpotent.
A more detailed study of the groups of Lemma 1 .I will surely require consideration of PN-Y groups of prime power order. LEMMA 1.2. If G is a PN-2 group such that a Sylow subgroup (x) of prime order p is maximal in G, then 1 G j = pq or pqz for some prime q # p.
Proof. <x> ==c G implies that G is solvable. If (x) (1 G, then maximality of (x) in G implies that 1 G / = pq. If (x) is not normal in G and if N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then G a PN-2 group implies that / N 1 = 4 or q2 for some prime q and q f p. Since (x) 4 G, G = (x)N and the lemma follows. SASTRY We first show that either (i) G contains a Sylow subgroup of prime order as a maximal subgroup or (ii) G = PI ... P,.T, where the Pi are normal Sylow subgroups of G each of prime order pi , respectively, and each prime divisor of 1 T 1 appears with a multiplicity at least 2.
Let p be a prime with p /i / G 1, x be an element of G of order p and H be a 2-minimal subgroup of G containing x. Since G is a PN-2 group, H d G. If If G is as in (i), it is clear that G' is nilpotent. So suppose that G is as in (ii).
If T is a p-group, we can assume that T 5 G. Then, for each i, Co(P,) g G, G/C,(P,) is abelian and C,(P,) = PI ... P,C,(P,). Hence C = ni Co(P,) = PI ... P,[n C,(PJ] is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G and G/C is abelian.
Hence G' is contained in C and is nilpotent.
Now assume that T is not a p-group. We shall show that G is a PN-1 group. Let x be an element of G of order a prime p. If p = pi for some i, then (x) 4 G. Suppose that p divides ) T 1. Then, by considering a conjugate of T, we have that x E T. Choose Proof. Let S be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since any subgroup of a PN-3 group is a PN-3 group and [6, Satz 241 implies that there are no non-abelian simple PN-3 groups, it follows that S is an elementary abelian q-group and ) S ) < q3. Since no proper subgroup of G containing (x> is a 3-minimal subgroup of G, one of the following holds: (i) p = q in which case S = (x> and 1 G/(x)\ is a product of at most 2 not necessarily distinct primes,
(ii) p # q in which case either G = S(x) or S(x) 4 G. In any case, G is solvable. If p = q, then the order of any p-complement A of G is a product of at most 2 primes and hence A is metacyclic. So let p # q. Clearly, we need only consider the case when S(X) 4 G. Since 1 S j < q3 and, since 1 S 1 = q2 would imply that G = S(x), it follows that / S 1 = q or q3. Thus the lemma holds in all the cases. Suppose that p is a prime such that p2 )/ I G /. Let P E Syl,(G) and H a 3-minimal subgroup of G containing P. Since G is a PN-3 group, H 4 G. If H = G, then G~%'a,a. If H # G, then, by the Frattini argument, G = HN,(P), and N,(P) # P. If t is an element of N,(P) of order a prime # p, then P char P(t) Q G and P CI G. Thus if G # gas3 , then any Sylow subgroup of prime squared order is normal in G. This completes the proof of the claim that G E %Ys.i for some i.
It is easily seen that Fit,(G) < 3 in the case when GE V7s.t U %T3,2 u V3,3.3 . We use Lemma 1.3 if G E %a,i u Va,2 . If G E gs,J , then, by Lemma 1.1, T' is nilpotent, and Fit,(G) < 3.
A PN-Y group need not be solvable for Y > 4. In fact, since each r-maximal subgroup of a non-abelian simple PN-Y group is trivial, Theorem 1 of [8] and the Theorem of [9] show that the only non-abelian simple PN-4 groups are LF(2, p), where p = 5 or a prime such that p -1 and p + 1 are products of at most 3 primes and p = 13 or *I13 (mod 40), and every non-abelian simple PN-5 group is isomorphic to LF(2, q) for a suitable prime power q. So suppose that P has no elements of order pr. Let T be a subgroup of G of order pr+l. Since T is not cyclic, T has at least 2 distinct maximal subgroups.
Since G is a PN-r group, these maximal subgroups are normal in G and their intersection S is a normal subgroup of G of order pr-l. Now G/S is a PN-1 group and the proposition follows from [5, Satz 5.7, p. 4361. PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G be a PN-Y group (r 3 2). Suppose that the set r of prime divisors of / G j which appear with a multiplicity at least r has more than one element. Then G' has a normal p-complement for each p E r and Fit,(G) < 4.
Proof. LetxEGbeoforderpi(pErr,l <i<r---1)andTbeasubgroup of G order q'ei (q # p and q E 7r). Since (x) and T are contained in Fit G and G is a PN-Y group, it follows that [x, T] = 1 and (x)T 4 G. Therefore If each prime divisor of the order of a PN-r group appears with a multiplicity at most r, and if there is only one prime p such that the order of a p-Sylow subgroup P is pr, then P 4 G and each prime divisor of a p-complement of P appears with a multiplicity less than r.
In view of Propositions 1.4, 1.5 and the preceding remark, we restrict our attention to PN-r groups with the property 0,: Each prime divisor of the order of the group appears with a multiplicity less than r. Suppose that p3 I/ / G 1 for some prime p. Let P E Syl,(G) and H be a 4-minimal subgroup of G containing P as a maximal subgroup. Since G is a  PN-4 
description of H, Q(T n H) = H or Q( T n H) 4 H. Since G/T = H( Y)/T r H/T n H is metanilpotent, it follows that Fit,(G) < 3.
Thus we have shown that if GE Va,2 v Vb,3 and contains a Sylow subgroup of prime cubed order, then Fit,(G) < 3. In the next paragraph, we treat the case when G E %'J,2 u %?d4. 3 
QN-r GROUPS
Our first lemma is well known and is easily verified. Proof. Let Q E Syl,(G), q # p. Then <P, Q) = PQ = QP and / PQ / = / P 1 1 Q j. If PQ has a p-subgroup PI which is not contained in P, then (P, PI) = PPI = PIP is a p-subgroup of PQ of order greater than / P [ which is impossible. Hence P 4 PQ and Q C N,(P).
Since N,(P) 2 p'G, G/p/G is ap-group, and since each subgroup of ap-group is subnormal it follows that N,(P) Q 4 G. If G is a QN-1 group, then G is a solvable group Proof. Let g be an arbitrary element of G. We need to show that P(g) = (g)P. Since g = (gi) ... (g,) where gi are powers of g of prime power order, and P(g) = (g)P if P(gi) = (gi)P holds for each i, we can assume that I g I = rn, r a prime. By induction on 1 G I, we can further assume that
G = H(g) = (g)H.
If T # p, then P E SyI,(G). Quasinormality of H in G implies the subnormality of H and P in G. Since a subnormal Sylow subgroup is normal, it follows that P ~II G and P(g) = (g)P.
Nowletr =p.Sincej
Let S be a p-Sylow subgroup of G containing g. Since P 4 a G, PC S, and I P(g)1 = I S I implies that S = P(g) = (g)P.
In [7] , It8 and SzCp proved that any Sylow subgroup of a core-free quasinormal (and hence nilpotent) subgroup of a finite group is quasinormal. Our next lemma is a slight extension of this result. LEMMA 3.4. Let H be a nilpotent quasinormal subgroup of a group G and let P E Syl,(H). Then P is quasinormal in G. Proof. If Core, H = (I), then the lemma is the result of It6 and SzCp mentioned above. So assume that Core, H # (1) and let (1) # Q C H be a normal subgroup of G of prime power order. Now, by induction on I G /, PQ/Q is a quasinormal subgroup of G/Q and, hence, by Lemma 3.1(c), PQ isquasinormalinG.If(IPI,IQI)#l,thenP=PQ,andif(/P/,IQI)=l, then the quasinormality of P follows from Lemma 3.3.
Our next lemma is an analogue of Lemma 1.1. Proof. If P is a subgroup of G of order p', p a prime, then P is quasinormal in G and, by Lemma 3.1(a) and (b), it follows that P = Fit PC Fit G. Hence, any subgroup of G of order pi (i < r) is in Fit G.
We first show that any subgroup A of order pi (i < r) is quasinormal in G. In fact, if B is a subgroup of G of order prei (4, a prime # p), then [A, B] = (1) and AB is quasinormal in G. Now A is quasinormal in G by Lemma 3.4.
By induction on s, 1 H j is a product of s (not necessarily distinct) primes. Since each Sylow subgroup of H is quasinormal in G and is contained in Fit G, the first assertion of the lemma follows.
Let M be the intersection of the normalizers of the cyclic subgroups of G of prime or prime squared order. Then G/M is nilpotent by Proposition 3.2, and M is a PN-2 group. Now Fit,(G) < 3 is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. Proof. We assume that G is not a p-group. 
If (t) + G, then either (xi,) 4 G or (t)(~,)
is a core-free quasinormal subgroup of G. In the latter case, (xi,) is quasmormal in G by [7, Korollar I] .
If <xi,) = Nc((xi,)) for some is ET, then G is a Frobenius group with complement (xi,) by [4, Theorem 7.7, p. 391 and the Frobenius Kernel of G is nilpotent by [4, Theorem 3 .l(iii), p. 3391. Hence G is metanilpotent.
In the case when (xi) $ NG((xi))
for each i E n, G = KH, where K is a normal nilpotent Hall sr-subgroup of G and each prime divisor of / H 1 appears with a multiplicity at least 2. Now we use part (a) to conclude that Fit,(G) < 4. Proof. By induction on I G 1, we can assume that every subgroup of G is solvable. Also G is not a non-abelian simple group, because any 3-minimal subgroup of G would then coincide with G and hence G would be a PN-3 group. But we know that PN-3 groups are solvable. Case 1. Suppose that there exists a prime p with p 11 1 G /. Let Y E G be of order p. If 1 No((x))I is divisible by more than two (not necessarily distinct) primes, then we can find a 3-minimal subgroup H of G such that (xi d H C No((x)).
Since G is a QN-3 group, it follows that H 4~ G and hence (x) u (1 G. Since (x) is also a Sylow subgroup of G, it follows that (x) 4 G. Now G/(x) is a QN-2 group and Fit,(G) < 5 follows from Theorem 3.2.
That leaves the case N,((x)) = (x)(t), where 1 t ( is a prime q. If Core, Nc((x)) # (l), then either (x) 4 G or (t) Q G and in either case Theorem 3.2 implies that Fit,(G) < 5. So let Core, No((x)) = (1) and H be a normal subgroup of G containing (x). By the Frattini argument, G = HNo((x)). If H < G, then NH((x)) = (x) and (x) is clearly disjoint from its conjugates. Hence, by [4, Theorem 7.7, p. 391, H is a Frobenius group with complement (x), and Fit,(G) < 3. So we can assume that no proper normal subgroup of G contains (x). Since G is a QN-3 group, it follows that No((x)) + G. Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since every-subgroup of G is solvable and G is not a simple group, K < G and K is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime r. Now, since Core, NG((x)) = (1) and Nc((x)) + G, it follows that G = KN,((x)) and Fit,(G) < 3.
Case 2. Suppose that each prime divisor of ) G 1 appears with a multiplicity at least 2. If each prime divisor appears with a multiplicity at least 3, then Fit,(G) < 3 by Lemma 3.5. So let n = {pi ,...,p,> (s 3 1) be the set of prime divisors of 1 G 1 with pi2 11 / G 1 and let Hi E Sylsz(G). If Hi, < N,(HiO) for some z,, , then there exists a 3-minimal subgroup K of G with Hi, CI K < N,(HiO). Since G is a QN-3 group and Hi, is a Sylow subgroup of G, it follows that Hi, Q G and, by Theorem 3. In the remaining part of this section, we restrict our attention to p-groups. This proves that (li) is quasinormal in G and hence the theorem.
COROLLARY. Let G be a regular p-group of odd order. If G is a QN-l group, then G/Q(G) is a QN-1 group for each i. If the exponent of G is pe, then 1 < Q,(G) < L+(G) < ... < O,(G) = G is an abelian series for G, the derived length of G is at most e, and, for all x, y in G, (xy)P"-' = xPc-l . yP'-l.
EXAMPLE. A QN-I group need not be a PN-1 group as the following example shows:
If G = (x, y: xr = yp2 = 1, xyx-l = yl+p) (p, an odd prime), then x is quasinormal but not normal in G. Since G has class 2 and p > 2, it follows that G is regular, hence (xy)" = (y")i. So all elements of order p lie in J&(G) = (x, y") and it is easy to see that each of them generates a quasinormal subgroup of G. (Note that this is false if p = 2; then xy has order 2 and (xy) is not quasinormal.) THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a QN-1 group with G' C G,(G) and ! G 1 = pk, p an odd prime. Then the class of G is at most 3. The group of the theorem is regular if p > 3.
